2024 REQUEST FOR LETTERS OF INTENT
Guidelines for Grant Applications

Eligibility:

a) Applications focused on the well-being of individuals, especially through caregiving, sociological support, education, and medical services with an emphasis on such services for the elderly.

b) 501(c)(3) Public Charities or organizations operating under a fiscal agent that is a 501(c)(3).

c) Geographical area of focus: Services provided in Northern Illinois (including Chicago Metropolitan area); and South Eastern Wisconsin.

d) If a past grantee, is in good standing with the Kott Memorial Charitable Trust.

Note: The majority of grants from the Kott Memorial Charitable Trust are one year in duration.

Timeline:

- Letters of Intent must be received by March 25, 2024.
- Grant declines and requests for full proposals will be shared with applicants by May 17, 2024.

Priorities for 2024:

Kott funding priorities for 2024 are focused on the following services for the elderly:

- Access to housing
- Aging in place
- Access to health care
- Community engagement
- Food security
- Legal assistance
- Education - applications by invitation only

The following are not eligible for funding in 2024:

- Endowments
- Access to technology
- Financial insecurity and risk of scams and fraud

Questions?
Contact Elizabeth Chadri at echadri@oprcf.org
708-848-1560

Visit our website at: kottrust.org